






















Review Date:
10/01/2008

JOHNSON TRUCKING LLC
U.S. DOT #: 1649958

Part C

Remarks:
The carrier was contacted by the PUCO central office.  An on site appointment was scheduled for 10/01/08 @ 09:00 by
the PUCO central office.  This Safety Audit took place at the carrier's principal place of business.
The carrier profile had one recordable accident during the last 365 days, with the following information obtained.  Driver

, accident date 08/21/2008.  Location was on St. Rt. 20 heading west bound in Perrysburg Twp. Ohio.
Driver ran a red light, was cited and was given a controlled substance test and alcohol test by the carrier.  Driver hit a
passenger vehicle that was turning east bound on to St. Rt. 20 from the intersection of Thompson Road in Perrysburg
TWP.  Carrier did not perform the alcohol test within the 8 hours, but did have one done on the following day.  Driver was
cited for unsafe vehicle and red light.  The carrier did not have an accident register, but did have copies of the police
reports on file.  The carrier downloaded the ETA packet during this Safety Audit and printed out a copy of the accident
register that was provided.
The carrier legal name was checked on the Ohio Secretary of State's web for verification.
An interstate trip was performed by  on 08/04/2008 Ohio to Michigan.  The carrier employs twenty one
intra-state and five inter-state CDL drivers, with a CDLIS check being performed on twenty of the twenty six.
The carrier operates as for hire, transporting sand, stone, gravel, and asphalt to job locations within a 100 air mile radius
of Monclova Ohio. There is a lot of road work performed within the state of Ohio, making the carrier exempt from the
PUCO regulations during that time.  The carrier will travel to Michigan and Indiana on occasions, with the majority of work
being within the state of Ohio.
The carrier has established a controlled substance/alcohol testing program and has enrolled with David Humphrey (DDH)
random controlled substance and alcohol testing pool.  The carrier ensures newly hired driver are given a pre-employment
drug screen with a negative result back prior to letting a driver perform any safety sensitive functions.
The carrier did have driver qualification files established.  After sampling three driver files, no violations were found.
The carrier's drivers will operate within a 100 air mile radius on trips made to and from the state of Ohio.  The carrier will
have the driver complete a daily time record on all trips made within 100 air miles.  After sampling three drivers for time
records, no violations were found
The carrier did not have maintenance records the units.  Maintenance appears to be a big area of concern.  The carrier
has several roadside inspections with violations listed with no documentation of repairs made. The drivers are completing
DVIR's as required.  The carrier was advised of the proper requirements for establishing a complete maintenance file for
each of the units.  The carrier has their own mechanics that will perform maintenance and repairs to the units at the
carrier's facility.
Ms. Christina M. Pichette, safety coordinator, and Bobby M. Johnson, treasurer, were present, was present during this
Safety Audit and was very cooperative and receptive.  Carrier officials are as follow:  Brandon R. Johnson,
owner/member, Bobby Jo M. Johnson, treasurer/member.
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